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Abstract
Both experlment and theory strongly support the idea that in any treatment of many-body

systems, one can safely perform a separation of variables into fast and slow degrees ~of  freedom.
Standard wisdom then suggests  that at a phenomenological level one can limit the analysis
of the low energy properties of a many-body system to an effective description in terms
of a Hamiltonian with only kinetic and potential energy terms. In a rlgorous treatment of
large amplitude  motion however, effective gauge fields arise naturally and their introduction is
unavoidable. In the simplest picture, one can show that effective gauge fields are manifestations
of level or band crossings.  Their influence  on the dynamics is extremely important: quantum
numbers can become fractional and the collective trajectories become chaotic. An important
consequence of this is a new picture of dissipation ln large amplitude collective motion.

1. INTRODUCTION

One can probably safely say that the problem of Large Amplitude Collective Motion
(LACM)  is likely the most important contribution to the baggage of theoretical tools generated
in theoretical nuclear physics. Nuclei have proved to be very singular  quantum objects so far,
as being the only many-body systems where LACM  has been observed in its full glory and
studied in a rather detailed  manner. LACM  has a long, rich and distinguished  history, with
an impresslvc  breadth of msults,  concepts and ideas and encompassing an extensive range of
phenomena, unequaled by any other nuclear problem so far. One can predict that the methods
and results of LACM  will very soon find their way into other physics subfields, such as atomic
clusters, chemical physics and field theoretical models.

In spite of its long history, more than forty years, and the impressive amount of theoretical
effort we ate still  quite a long way from delivering a final product. In their landmark paper,
Hill and Wheeler [l] outlined a whole series of problems, many of them sdll  waiting for a
satisfactory solution. The idea of introducing collective (slow, extrinsic, relevant) and lntrlnslc
(noncollective, fast, irrelevant)  degrees of freedom hardly asks for a missionary. lhere  is no
doubt in anyone’s mind that this is the correct way to proceed in order to understand and describe
a staggering amount of experimental data. However, the implementation of this obvious idea in.
























